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ProofHub Mobile: A "Web App" Project Management for Mobile Devices
Published on 05/25/13
ProofHub announces launch of its mobile version of Online Project Management Software.
ProofHub Mobile is a streamlined and optimized version, for smartphones and tablets, of
ProofHub's online project management application. Proofhub cloud based to centralize and
share project information more securely. Users have access to the latest information from
the desktop, iPad or mobile devices. ProofHub helps to better manage communication and
collaboration between disciplines & between enterprises.
Clifton, New Jersey - ProofHub announces launch of its mobile version of its Online
Project management Software. ProofHub Mobile is a streamlined and optimized version, for
smartphones and tablets, of ProofHub's online project management application.
"We had no interest in iPhone, iPad, Android and Blackberry apps. All our efforts have
been devoted to a single application that works on all mobile platforms. Indeed, ProofHub
Mobile works on almost all browsers and mobile devices (iPhone, Blackberry, Windows Phone,
iPad and Android devices (phones and tablets.) In a world where new mobile devices are
launched every two weeks, ProofHub makes it possible to its users to use it on any
platform and the device of their choice without any hassles." says the ProofHub
development team.
ProofHub Mobile helps teams to transmit a complete and accurate view of their project,
with access to information throughout the life cycle of the project wherever they need it,
in the office, on the ground or on the go.
Proofhub is a Project Management software based on the cloud to centralize and share
project information more securely. Users have access to the latest information from the
desktop, iPad or mobile devices. ProofHub helps to better manage communication and
collaboration between disciplines and between enterprises regardless of their location,
project size or complexity. It helps the project team to focus more on the projects rather
than on managing costly IT infrastructure.
ProofHub Mobile helps iPhone and iPad users to quickly view Projects update anywhere and
anytime. They can add new topics, new Task Lists and Milestones. The users can also add
comments on the existing topics or tasks. Marking a task or a milestone as complete or
incomplete cannot be further simplified from the way its been built in ProofHub Mobile
ProofHub chose to stand out from the competition by keeping ProofHub Mobile very simple,
intuitive and quick so that things that has to be done on the go is done in 1-2 clicks
compared to a situation when you have to struggle through to find the tiniest of a thing.
Visit website to subscribe to free ProofHub account. Existing customers of ProofHub can
access the mobile version by typing their account URL in their mobile browser.
Some Features:
* To-Do's
* Milestones
* Discussions
* File Sharing
* Proofing Tool
* Time Tracking
* Inbuilt Browser Chat
ProofHub:
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http://www.proofhub.com/
Online Project Management Software:
https://secure.proofapps.com/proofhub/signup/
ProofHub Mobile:
http://www.proofhub.com/mobile/
Purchase:
http://www.proofhub.com/price/
Screenshot 1:
http://www.proofhub.com/site/wp-content/themes/ph2/images/topic.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.proofhub.com/site/wp-content/themes/ph2/images/mobile-banner.jpg

Located in Clifton, New Jersey, ProofHub is a web based project management and
collaboration software that helps you easily manage projects, schedule, discuss, work and
communicate with your clients & team members. Copyright (C) 2013 ProofHub. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, iPod touch, and Mac are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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